Style Kit
Homes We Love

Opposite: Besides being a food
preparation station, the island
counter is the place where the
couple makes their cup of java
every morning. The KompacPlus
panel that tops the counters not
only blends well with the design
but also provides a strong,
durable surface, lending to the
easy maintenance of the home.
(Bowl and tablerunner, all from
Maisonne)
Left: The diagonal arrangement
of the laminate finish on the
shoe cabinets creates a stylish
chevron pattern.

Black
beauty

Below: Instead of legs, the
designers created a unique base
using wire mesh for the custommade dining table.

THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT THIS BLACK AND WHITE
APARTMENT THAT DRAWS YOUR GAZE AND HOLDS YOU BACK
FOR A SECOND LOOK. AS WE SPOKE TO THE HOMEOWNERS
AND THE DESIGNERS FROM DESIGN STUDIO HABIT, IT BECOMES
CLEAR THAT IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS.

Home

5-room HDB

Floor Area
1,065 sqft

TEXT JASMINE GOH
PHOTOGRAPHY JUSTIN LOH
ART DIRECTION BETTY WONG
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t’s not often we come across a HDB flat clad only in
swathes of black and white. But more than just having
a monochromatic palette, this apartment is designed
with a keen eye for detail and it is this attention to the
little things that brings out the contrast of black and white
so beautifully.
When new homeowners Wei Jie and Qiao Mei approached
interior design firm Habit, they were very clear that they
wanted black to be the dominant colour in their home.
Since the introduction was made through a friend who
also had his home designed by Habit, both homeowner
and designer were already on the same page when it came
to budget and quality standards. Yanling and Denise,
the designers who make up Habit’s two-woman team
helped the couple to iron out the details and quickly
conceptualised a space that met their lifestyle needs.
Since Wei Jie and Qiao Mei entertain frequently, they
preferred to have a spacious dining area to host parties and
sit-down dinners. To create this space, the designers had
to tweak the existing layout in accordance. The designers
reduced the size of the wet kitchen (the couple required
minimal room for cooking and washing up) and allocated

the extra space to the dining area. “They didn’t need the
kitchen to be big, they just needed it to be conducive,”
Denise elaborates.
The original boundary walls of the kitchen were torn
down to make way for a large open-concept dining area
complete with a pantry and plenty of storage units. New
walls and a sliding door were constructed to enclose the
now-smaller wet kitchen.

Despite the compact size of
the new kitchen, it is still fully
functional with a cooktop and
a deep sink. The wire mesh
window provides a peek into the
living room.
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Above: The door to this storage
unit lifts parallel to the cabinet to
reveal an additional countertop.

Top right: Black mosaic tiles
quietly flow from the wall and
run across the floor to visually
demarcate the dining area from
the rest of space.

With its newly expanded floor space, the dining area
is undoubtedly the star of this home. A custom-built
dining table with an attached counter takes centre stage,
with a multitude of design details that draw the eye.
For example, an exposed beam runs across the ceiling,
continues down the wall in the form of mosaic tiles, then
seamlessly transitions across the floor. The resulting
effect frames the room in such a subtle way.
Even the laminate finish on the cabinets is applied in
an unusual pattern; the wood grain alternates between
vertical and diagonal placements, adding visual interest
and breaking the monotony.
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“We installed this bar counter by the window so that the
homeowners can sit here to enjoy the view of the
outdoor scenery. Besides having to make sure it looks
light, we had to design it such that the window
blinds can fall right through.”
– Yanling, designer

Supported by a solid metal bar
that runs through the entire length
of it, this “floating” bar table
provides a functional worktop
without adding visual weight.

DESIGN NOTES
Grooves on top of halfheight cabinets allow the
couple to display framed
prints of their favourite
moments together.

While the dining area is mainly
black, the living room is bright
and airy. The row of cabinets
connects the dining and living
areas, creating a sense of
continuity. (Foil print cushions
on sofa, diamond paperweight,
tablerunner and bowl on table, all
from Maisonne)
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Guided by the couple’s clear direction and the strong
vision of the design team, the design language remains
consistent throughout the home and is again boldly
orchestrated in the master bedroom. With clever space
planning, the existing bedroom was merged with the
adjoining bedroom to create an expansive chamber.
One request that the couple had was for sufficient
wardrobe space to fit their extensive assortment of
clothing and bags. They also wanted to have a cosy chillout spot separate from the sleeping area. Dividing the
space, the designers decided to dedicate more space to the
wardrobe and dressing area, and even managed to carve
out space for a sizable couch.
A pair of glass panels with a sliding door separates the
sleeping area from the rest of the room. Yanling and
Denise customised a cushioned headboard with lines that
draw on the grid pattern seen on the glass panels. In fact,
this grid pattern is actually observed in different areas
throughout the home, from the mosaic tiles and wiremesh windows to the base of the dining table. It is this
consistent play of lines and textures with a single-colour
palette that gives this home its distinctive personality
outside of simply being a black and white apartment.
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Above: Individual his-and-hers
vanity counters were built for
husband and wife.
Opposite: The uncluttered
space surrounding the platform
bed creates the ideal restful
atmosphere for the couple to
rest and sleep. (Cushions on bed
and vase on dresser, all from
Maisonne)

DESIGN NOTES
Clear glass countertops
allow the contents of
the drawer to be visually
accessible.

“We showed Yanling and Denise pictures on Pinterest and they
managed to piece together the look that we wanted.”
– Wei Jie, homeowner

HABIT
14C Keong Saik Road
Tel: (65) 6222 2240
askhabit@gmail.com
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